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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY 

Gold is ending its worst week since July as investors see a resurgence in the U.S. dollar ahead of a major 

week of central bank meetings. Analysts add that in the current environment, gold prices are vulnerable to 

lower prices in the near term 

Federal Reserve and ECB On Tap Next Week 

The declines in the precious metals markets has helped sour investor optimism as many analysts see 

lower prices in the near-term. Analysts note that the Federal Reserve interest rate decision, with the 

European Central Bank (ECB) decision announced the next day, are two big hurdles for the yellow metal 

next week. 

“The Fed is going to hike rates and there is a chance that the ECB is hawkish. These are not good 

catalysts for gold next week,” said Adam Button, currency strategist at Forexlive.com. “Technically, gold 

looks vulnerable. Clearly momentum is lower and we could fall to $1,220.” 

Christopher Vecchio, senior currency strategist at DailyFX.com, said that he is also looking for lower 

prices in the near-term as the current environment of rising bond yields with low inflation is not a great 

environment for gold. 

“The fact of the matter is, stocks are doing well, short-term yields are moving higher and I think we could 

see lower prices,” he said. “I think we could fall to $1,243 before we find some significant support.” 

A December Rate Hike Is a Done Deal, But What About 2018? 

CME 30-day Fed Funds futures are pricing in a 100% chance of a rate hike next week but the question on 

everyone’s mind is what will happen in 2018. 

Markets are only pricing in a 50% chance of two rate hikes by November 2018. 

The Federal has forecasted three interest rate hikes next year. However, many analysts are raising doubts 

about those projections, especially as inflation remains constrained. 

Source: Kitco 
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AUSTRALIA MARKET COMMENTARY 

Australian shares are set to open higher, building on Friday's advance, as overseas markets closed up in 

the wake of the latest upbeat US jobs report. ASX futures were up 23 points. The Australian dollar was 

steady, hovering near the US75.00¢ mark. 

 

Shares ended with gains on Friday with utility companies putting a bit of a spark into the benchmark at the 

end of lacklustre week. The S&P/ASX 200 index advanced 16 points over the five sessions, or 0.3 per 

cent, to 5994 while the broader All Ordinaries climbed the same amount in points and percentage terms to 

6077. On Friday the benchmark top 200 measure climbed 19 points. 

 

The heavyweight listed banking sector, dominated by lenders CBA, Westpac, ANZ and NAB, fell 

0.4 per cent over the week. Miners lost 0.9 per cent over the week after gyrations in the metal markets 

pulled the sector down. Volatility in commodity prices offset a boost to sentiment around the sector after 

broker Citi during the week turned positive on many of the big names. 

 

 

CBA Daily Chart (Source: Thomson Reuters) 

https://kalkine.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b17231e02e765301b0d592f5d&id=6074ff21a9&e=f32aa419df
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 US MARKET COMMENTARY  

Sir Jonathan Ive has resumed his leadership of Apple’s design team, two years after he stepped back from 

day-to-day managerial responsibilities to focus on its new headquarters. The British designer has helmed 

the look and feel of Apple’s products since 1996, from the brightly coloured iMacs to the latest Apple Watch. 

In 2015, Sir Jonathan was simultaneously promoted to become Apple’s chief design officer, while also 

delegating direct management duties to Richard Howarth, vice-president of industrial design, and Alan Dye, 

vice-president of user interface design. 

Apple is close to buying Shazam, the music-recognition service that is one of the App Store’s most 

popular apps, in a deal that could help bolster the iPhone maker’s music streaming service. People 

familiar with the matter say the deal, news of which was first reported by TechCrunch, could be announced 

as soon as next week. Teva Pharmaceutical’s US-listed shares received a shot in the arm on Friday 

following a report that the struggling Israeli drugmaker could be looking to cut up to 10,000 jobs in a bid to 

reduce costs and pay down its debt pile. 

Wall Street regained some of its rigour on Friday, with sentiment boosted by a better-than-expected 

November jobs report. The S&P 500 was up 0.4 per cent at 2,646.31 in early trading, with all the major 

sectors – barring consumer staples – advancing. The Dow Jones Industrial Average crept 0.2 per cent 

higher to 24,255.41, while the Nasdaq Composite meanwhile tacked on 0.7 per cent to 6,858.83. 

 

  

APPLE Daily Chart (Source: Thomson Reuters) 

https://kalkine.us6.list-manage.com/track/click?u=b17231e02e765301b0d592f5d&id=e71f9a8069&e=f32aa419df
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General Advice Warning 

The contents of this document have been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial 

situation or needs. You should, before taking any action to acquire or deal in, or follow a recommendation 

(if any) in respect of any of the financial products or information mentioned in this document, consult your 

own investment advisor to consider whether that is appropriate having regard to your own objectives, 

financial situation and needs. Whilst State One Stockbroking Ltd believes information contained in this 

document is based on information which is believed to be reliable, its accuracy and completeness are not 

guaranteed and no warranty of accuracy or reliability is given or implied and no responsibility for any loss 

or damage arising in any way for any representation, act or omission is accepted by State One 

Stockbroking Ltd or any officer, agent or employee of State One Stockbroking Ltd. If applicable, you should 

obtain the Product Disclosure Statement relating to the relevant financial product mentioned in this 

document (which contains full details of the terms and conditions of the financial product) and consider it 

before making any decision about whether to acquire the financial product. 

Disclosure 

The directors and associated persons of State One Stockbroking Ltd may have an interest in the financial 

products discussed in this document and they may earn brokerage, commissions, fees and advantages, 

pecuniary or otherwise, in connection with the making of a recommendation or dealing by a client in such 

financial products. State One Stockbroking Ltd has also received a commission on the preparation of this 

research note. The Research Analyst who prepared this report hereby certifies that the views expressed 

in this research document accurately reflect the analyst’s personal views about the company and its 

financial products. The research analyst has not been and will not be receiving direct or indirect 

compensation for expressing the specific recommendations or views in this report. This research at all 

times remains the property of State One Stockbroking Ltd. And as such cannot be reprinted, distributed, 

copied, posted on the internet, in part or whole, without written prior approval from the Executive Director 

of State One Stockbroking Ltd. 
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Disclosure: State One Stockbroking Ltd ABN 95 092 989 083 is holder of AFS Licence Number 247100 and an ASX and Chi-X Market Participant. State One Stockbroking Ltd and/or its associated 
entities, directors, authorised representatives, employees and associated persons of State One may have an interest in the financial products discussed in this document and they may earn 
brokerage, commissions, fees and advantages, pecuniary or otherwise, in connection with the making of a recommendation or dealing by a client in such financial products. Further, State One 
Stockbroking Ltd and/or its affiliated companies may have acted as manager or co-manager of a public offering of any such securities or may have provided corporate finance to the companies 
referred to in the report. Whilst State One Stockbroking Ltd and its related companies believes information contained in this document is based on information which is believed to be reliable, its 
accuracy and completeness are not guaranteed and no warranty of accuracy or reliability is given or implied and no responsibility for any loss or damage arising in any way for any representation, 
act or omission is accepted by State One or any officer, agent or employee of State One Stockbroking Ltd or any related company. Nor do they accept any liability or responsibility arising in any 
way (including negligence) for errors in, or omissions from, this document or advice. 
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